My Big Fat Mouth – Week 1
Luke 6:45 NLT A good person produces good things from the treasury of
a good heart, and an evil person produces evil things from the treasury of
an evil heart. What you say flows from what is in your heart.
ESV… for out of the abundance of the heart his mouth speaks.
1.

WORDS have POWER
God spoke into an atmosphere that was formless & void, but it
became a paradise by the WORDS He SPOKE into it.
My CURRENT communication does not have to reflect my PAST
conditions; I do not have to be RAISED a certain way in order to RAISE
a New Way! My FUTURE is NEVER bound by my PAST!

2. SPEAK words of LIFE!!!
Proverbs 16:23-24 NLT 23 From a wise mind comes wise speech; the words
of the wise are persuasive. 24 Kind words are like honey-sweet to the soul
and healthy for the body.
Psalm 19:14 NLT May the words of my mouth and the meditation of my heart
be pleasing to you, O Lord, my rock and my redeemer.
3. CHOOSE WISELY
Every word I speak advances LIFE to the kingdom of God or DEATH, the
kingdom of darkness. (Conversations are a reflection of spiritual condition)
Deuteronomy 30:19 NLT “ Today I have given you the choice between life
and death, between blessings and curses. Now I call on heaven and earth
to witness the choice you make. Oh, that you would choose life, so that you
and your descendants might live!
Proverbs 18:21 ESV Death and life are in the power of the tongue, and those
who love it will eat its fruits.
4. ALIGN your WORDS with GOD’S WORD
Our SPEECH needs to ALIGN with SCRIPTURE
WORDS of DEATH are robbed of their power when we choose not to agree
with them!
If you want to know what you are choosing, just listen to what you are
saying…

